Cooperative motion of a key positively charged residue and metal ions for DNA replication catalyzed by human DNA Polymerase-η
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ABSTRACT

Trans-lesion synthesis polymerases, like DNA Polymerase-η (Pol-η), are essential for cell survival. Pol-η bypasses ultraviolet-induced DNA damages via a two-metal-ion mechanism that assures DNA strand elongation, with formation of the leaving group pyrophosphate (PPI). Recent structural and kinetics studies have shown that Pol-η function depends on the highly flexible and conserved Arg61 and, intriguingly, on a transient third ion resolved at the catalytic site, as lately observed in other nucleic acid-processing metalloenzymes. How these conserved structural features facilitate DNA replication, however, is still poorly understood. Through extended molecular dynamics and free energy simulations, we unravel a highly cooperative and dynamic mechanism for DNA elongation and repair, which is here described by an equilibrium ensemble of structures that connect the reactants to the products in Pol-η catalysis. We reveal that specific conformations of Arg61 help facilitate the recruitment of the incoming base and favor the proper formation of a pre-reactive complex in Pol-η for efficient DNA editing. Also, we show that a third transient metal ion, which acts concertedly with Arg61, serves as an exit shuttle for the leaving PPI. Finally, we discuss how this effective and cooperative mechanism for DNA repair may be shared by other DNA-repairing polymerases.

INTRODUCTION

The DNA replication machinery guarantees the correct genetic inheritance to the new cells generation. However, DNA alterations, caused by endogenous and/or exogenous agents, represent a major obstacle for DNA replication. For example, daily sunlight exposure can cause the formation of ultraviolet (UV)-induced covalent bonds between adjacent pyrimidine bases within the double helix, resulting in cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs). These are one of the major forms of DNA damage (1–6), which are not handled by most replicative polymerases, causing the stall of the replication fork (7,8). One way to restore the DNA replication machinery is to bypass those hurt regions via the so-called translesion synthesis (TLS) process, during which specialized translesion polymerases are capable to extend the damaged DNA. Once base pairing has been restored beyond the lesion, the replicative polymerase regains the control of DNA replication (9–11).

One of those specialized TLS polymerases is human DNA Polymerase-η (Pol-η), member of the Y-family polymerases. Pol-η extends the damaged DNA primer strand in the presence of UV-induced CPDs. It inserts bases opposite the presence of UV-induced CPDs. However, Pol-η bypasses also DNA crosslinking damages generated by anticancer drugs, such as cisplatin, allowing cancer cells to survive and proliferate (12–16). Pol-η’s function is also critical for DNA elongation in the somatic hypermutation mechanism, which is a programmed base substitution in the variable regions of immunoglobulin genes (17,18). For these reasons, Pol-η is a promising target to treat skin carcinogenesis (19,20) and overcome cancer drug resistance (21,22).

Like other Y-family members (8), Pol-η contains a two-metal-ion catalytic site, where MgA and MgB are coordinated by the so-called DED-motif (Figure 1). Recent time-resolved X-ray structures of Pol-η in complex with a double-strand DNA (dsDNA) and a 2′-deoxyadenosine triphosphate (dATP) have revealed the enzymatic structural evolution during catalysis (1). The enzymatic reaction of Pol-η catalyzes the two-metal-aided formation of a new bond.
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between the 3′-OH of the primer DNA strand and the α-phosphate of dATP, with the concomitant cleavage of the phosphodiester bond between the α- and β-phosphates of dATP (23–26). Consequently, the primer DNA strand is extended by one nucleotide, with departure of the leaving group pyrophosphate (PPi, Figure 1) (27–29).

Importantly, these recent structural data have revealed the significant flexibility of the conserved and catalytic Arg61 (2,30,31) and, intriguingly, the binding of a third transient magnesium ion (MgC) at the catalytic site of Pol-η (1). In fact, Arg61 shows conformational transitions during catalysis, passing from the reactants to the products. While in the reactant state, Arg61 forms cation–π interactions with the incoming base and hydrogen bonds with the phosphate groups of the incoming dATP. Then, in the products, Arg61 loses its stacking interaction with the incoming base, forming with it a single H-bond. A third Arg61 conformation was also detected in the products, where Arg61 forms two H-bonds with the dATP and the apical oxygen of the template base, respectively (Figure 2A) (1). A similar conformation of Arg61 was resolved in more recent crystal structures of Pol-η in complex with a dsDNA presenting a mispair condition, formed by a non-reactive dGTP paired with a templating thymine, in the product state (18).

In addition to the highly flexible Arg61, the third transient MgC has been observed only in the product state during Pol-η catalysis (2). Taken together, these novel experimental results on Pol-η provide a comprehensive set of data for a thorough investigation of the mechanistic role of Arg61 and MgC to catalyze Pol-η function. In addition, other studies have recently revealed that DNA polymerases often contain multiple metal ions at the catalytic site, together with a highly flexible positively charged residue, like an arginine or a lysine (1,25,32). How do these conserved structural features contribute to DNA replication?

Through a series of extensive classical molecular dynamics (MD) and free energy simulations, we unravel a highly cooperative mechanism, which is here described by an equilibrium ensemble of structures that connect the reactants to the products in Pol-η catalysis (1). This dynamic mechanism clarifies how Arg61 and multiple metal ions jointly catalyze DNA editing, and allows decoding the conforma-
tional transitions disclosed by the recent experimental data on Pol-η. We found that Arg61 initially adopts conformations that favor the recruitment of the incoming base and the proper formation of a pre-reactive complex. Then, in the products, Arg61 changes its conformation to act concertedly with a third transient metal ion to facilitate the exit of the leaving PPI after DNA elongation. Thanks to the conservation of a common catalytic structural motif, we discuss how this efficient and cooperative mechanism for DNA replication could likely be extended to other DNA polymerases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Structural models

We considered three different systems for the reactant and two for the product state (1), namely: (i) wild-type reactant state (wt-RS), which is based on the recent time-resolved X-ray structures of the ternary complex (PDB ID: 4ECS) (1) formed by human Pol-η in complex with double-strand DNA (dsDNA) and 2'-deoxyadenosine triphosphate (dATP). In this structure, the Arg61 side chain points toward the dATP α-phosphate, adopting the A-conf (85% occupancy in the X-ray); (ii) Arg61 Ala reactant state (mut-RS), which is based on the same X-ray structure used for the wt-RS system, with the catalytic Arg61 mutated into an alanine residue, as studied experimentally (2); (iii) wild-type T:G mispaired reactant state (mp-RS), which is modeled on the recent structure of Pol-η-complexed with dsDNA and an incoming non-reactive dATP, which was substituted with a standard dGTP, to form a dGTP:T mispair (PDB ID: 3MR2) (2,18). In this system, Arg61 adopts a conformation defined as C-conf (50% occupancy in the X-ray), with a third H-bond that differentiates it from the wt-RS conformation (see Supplementary Figure S1, mp-RS); (iv) wild-type product state (3M-PS), based on the X-ray structure of the enzyme in complex with dsDNA and three magnesium ions (MgA, MgB and MgC) (1). This model depicts the enzyme structure after completion of the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction and consequent products formation (PDB ID: 4ECW) (1). The Arg61 side chain points toward the templating thymine, adopting the C-conf (60% occupancy in the X-ray) (1) (Figure 2). MgC coordinates three non-bridging oxygen atoms of the γ-phosphate, while three water molecules completely octahedral coordination; (v) Mg_{A,B}, product state (2M-PS), which is based on the same X-ray structure used to construct the model 3M-PS, with MgC removed.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

The all-atom AMBER/parm99SB-ILDN (33) force field was adopted for the Pol-η in complex with dsDNA, whereas dATP, dGTP and PPI were treated with the general amber force field (34). The atomic charges were derived by fitting the electrostatic potential according to the Merz-Singh-Kollman scheme, also known as the RESP fitting procedure (Supplementary Table S1). The length of all covalent bonds, including hydrogen atoms, was set using the LINCS algorithm, allowing a time-integration step of 2 fs. All simulations were performed using NAMD 2.9 code (35). Long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated with the particle mesh Ewald method with a real space cutoff of 12 Å. Periodic boundary conditions in the three directions of Cartesian space were applied. Constant temperature (310 K) was imposed using Langevin dynamics (36) with a damping coefficient of 1 ps. A constant pressure of 1 atm was maintained with Langevin-Piston dynamics with a 200 fs decay period and a 50 fs time constant. The metal active site was treated with a flexible non-bonded approach based on the ‘atoms in molecules’ partitioning scheme of the DFT-BLYP electronic density of the active site (Supplementary Table S1) (37). We could thus consider the charge transfer interactions between Mg^{2+} ions and their ligands, permitting possible structural rearrangements at the active site during the MD simulations. All the simulated systems were hydrated using TIP3P (38) water molecules. A total of 7 Mg^{2+} ions were added to each system to reach a final concentration of ∼1 mM, while Na^+ and Cl^- were added to neutralize the total charge. The size of the final systems was approximately 113 × 97 × 88 Å, with ∼28 000 water molecules, resulting in a total number of ∼70 000 atoms each.

We adopted the following simulation protocol: the systems were minimized using a steepest-descent algorithm and then slowly heated up to 310 K in 10 ns for a total of 2000 steps. The first 50 ns of production run are considered as the equilibration phase. Approximately ∼1 μs of MD simulations were collected in the NPT ensemble for each of the five systems, resulting in a total of ∼5 μs of dynamics. Coordinates of the systems were collected every 5 ps, for a total of ∼200 000 frames for each run. Statistics were collected concerning the equilibrated trajectories only, thus discarding the first ∼100 ns of simulation for all the systems.

Free energy estimation

We used well-tempered metadynamics (39) to characterize Arg61 flexibility and estimate the free-energy landscape associated with its rearrangement. The free energy was determined as a function of two selected collective variable (CVs), which identify A-, B- and C-conf as observed during unbiased MD. The CVs are (Figure 2): (i) CV_1, which is the distance between the centers of mass of Arg61 heavy atoms (C_{\gamma}, N_{9} and N_{\gamma}) and the heavy atoms of the incoming adenine, or the guanine in the dGTP:T pair detected in the mp-RS system; (ii) CV_2, which is the distance between the two centers of mass of Arg61 heavy atoms (C_{\gamma}, N_{9} and N_{\gamma}) and α- and β-phosphate groups of the incoming dATP (P_α, P_β and the O atom between them). In particular, based on the crystallographic evidence and our classical MD simulations, when ∼2.00 Å < CV_1 < ∼4.40 Å and ∼1.50 Å < CV_2 < ∼4.50 Å, Arg61 is considered in A-conf, while different values of CVs refer to B- (∼2.00 Å < CV_1 < ∼5.50 Å and ∼5.00 Å < CV_2 < ∼7.00 Å) or C-conf (∼3.00 Å < CV_1 < ∼6.00 Å and ∼7.00 Å < CV_2 < ∼12.00 Å).

The fictitious temperature associated with the CVs was set to 930 K while the Gaussian function deposition rate was set to 1 ps. The initial hills height and width were set to 0.05 kcal mol^{-1} and 0.01 kcal mol^{-1}, respectively. The well-tempered simulations were carried out until their convergence (∼100 ns of each of them), i.e. the progressive stabilization of the energetic minima on the free-energy sur-
face (Supplementary Figure S2). All other parameters correspond to those used for the plain MD simulations, described above.

Well-tempered metadynamics was also used to explore the PPi unbinding process in the presence of MgC using system (4). In this case, we considered a single CV (CVPPi) that describes the difference between the bound and unbound state of PPi during its departure. This CV is the distance between the centers of mass of the PPi atoms and the αC of the DED-motif (Supplementary Figure S2). In this case, we applied a fictitious CV temperature of 4650 K. The Gaussian function deposition rate was set to 1 ps while the initial hills height and width were set to 0.05 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) and 0.01 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), respectively.

**RESULTS**

Pre-reactive configurations in Pol-\(\eta\)

Through two independent MD simulations (~500 ns) of the wild-type reactant wt-RS complex, formed by Pol-\(\eta\) and its substrates, dsDNA and dATP, we examined the evolution over time of key structural features of the catalytic pocket. Arg61 stochastically adopted different rotamer conformations along the trajectories (Figure 2B). During the first ~60 ns of production run, Arg61 conserved its crystalslographic A-conf pose (Figure 2B). In this conformation, its guanidine group forms a bi-dentate H-bond interaction with the α/β-phosphate groups of dATP. Subsequently, Arg61 changed its side-chain orientation, adopting the B-conf pose, in which it forms a characteristic H-bond with the N7 atom of the incoming dATP. This conformational change was well described by the distance CV\(_{2}\) (Figure 2A), which increased from ~4.00 Å to ~5.00 Å (Figure 2B). Furthermore, Arg61 occasionally assumed a C-conf pose, which is characterized by an additional H-bond formed by its guanidine group with the apical oxygen of the 5′-terminal thymine of the template strand (2). Each B- and C-conf lasted for a short time, ranging from ~10 to ~22 ns, before Arg61 returned to the native A-conf pose (Figure 2B).

We then monitored the alignment of the substrates dsDNA and the incoming dATP to form the in-line conformation, which precludes the catalytic S\(_{22}\)-like phosphoryl-transfer reaction in Pol-\(\eta\). Notably, the 3′-end sugar pucker remains in a stable C3′-endo conformation for the entire simulations, in agreement with the X-ray data (1). We also examined the d-newbond variation, i.e. the distance between the two reactive groups, the 3′-OH of the terminal base of the DNA, and the α-phosphorus of the incoming nucleotide (Figure 2A). We found that d-newbond had a mean value of 3.35 ± 0.07 Å when Arg61 adopted A-conf, which agreed well with the X-ray value of d-newbond (3.30 Å) (1). However, when Arg61 was in B- or C-conf during the simulations, d-newbond slightly increased to a longer stable value of 3.52 ± 0.07 Å and 3.65 ± 0.05 Å, respectively. This suggests a conformational state that is less likely prone to promote catalysis. Three Gaussians fit the frequency distribution of d-newbond when Arg61 assumes A-conf, B-conf and C-conf, pointing out the elongation of d-newbond when Arg61 moved away from A-conf (Figure 2C). In particular, the greater the distance between the Arg61 guanidine group and the phosphate tail of the incoming base, the longer the length of d-newbond (A-conf > B-conf > C-conf), as confirmed by confidence interval analysis (see Supporting Text). Arg61 fluctuations seemed to affect d-newbond only, while the surrounding structural environment maintained its native geometry throughout the whole trajectory.

Concomitantly, the distance between MgA and MgB became shorter (3.51 ± 0.07 Å) when Arg61 assumed A-conf, in fine agreement with the X-ray structure of the pre-reactive state (1). This inter-metal distance became larger (3.65 ± 0.06 Å) when Arg61 switched from A-to B-conf and further increased (3.75 ± 0.06 Å) when Arg61 adopted C-conf. Three Gaussian curves indicate the frequency distribution of the inter-metal length (MgA-MgB) with respect to the three different Arg61 conformations (Figure 2D), highlighting the plasticity of the catalytic pockets in aiding catalysis, as for those enzymes that use a bi(tri)-metal core to catalyze phosphoryl-transfer reactions (25,26,37,40,41). See further analysis in Supplementary Figures S3–6 and Supplementary Table S2.

A mutant model system mut-RS (Arg61Ala) of the ternary Pol-\(\eta\)/dsDNA/dATP complex was also simulated for ~1 μs. The enzyme well maintained its overall structural framework and the catalytic metal ions conserved their typical octahedral coordination geometry. However, the only substrate showed a slight rearrangement already in the early stages of the simulation. After only ~50 ns of production run, we observed a conformational change of the adenine base of the incoming dATP, which was buckled with respect to the 2′-deoxyribose. Because of this buckling, the incoming dATP lost the H-bonds established with the complementary 5′-thymine (inter-base H-bonds). Indeed, the double H-bond interaction expected for a dATP:T pairing (according to Watson–Crick’s base-pairing model) is present in only ~11.00% of the collected frames of the mut-RS simulations and ~20.00% of the wt-RS system frame. Hence, the lack of Arg61 compromises the base interaction pattern, which becomes unstable. As a consequence, the incoming dATP lost its native position. This motion is captured well by the dATP RMSD value, which increases from 0.33 ± 0.09 Å in the wt-RS to 0.89 ± 0.26 Å in mut-RS (Supplementary Figure S3). This motion is also reflected by an increased fluctuation of d-newbond, which was 3.44 ± 0.14 Å.

The mispaired model mp-RS shows a non-Watson–Crick base-pairing dGTP:T in the dsDNA, with the formation of a ternary Pol-\(\eta\)/dsDNA/dGTP complex (18). Notably, C-conf is here characterized by an H-bond pattern that exists in the mp-RS crystal only, due to the mispairing dGTP:T condition (Supplementary Figure S1). We ran two simulations (~250 ns, each) using both A- and C-conf Arg61 conformations as a starting pose. Interestingly, in the A-conf system, Arg61 suddenly rotated around its φ dihedral angle (Cβ-Cγ-Cδ-Cε-Ne) readopting its native C-conf (18), which then remained stable. The fast A-to-C-conf switching is captured well by CV\(_{2}\), which was ~3.50 Å (A-conf) in the first 5 ns of simulation. Then, CV\(_{2}\) rapidly increased to a value of ~10.00 Å (C-conf) during the remaining part of the simulation. We also simulated a system in which Arg61 starts in C-conf. As expected, C-conf was stably maintained throughout the entire simulated timescale and no Arg61 conformational changes were observed (Supplementary Figure S6).
high-stability with an average length of 2.63 ± 0.19 Å. This reflects our unbiased MD simulations, in which Arg61 was most likely to be in this conformation. Nearby this absolute minimum, a second free-energy basin revealed a variant form of A-conf (CV1 = ∼4.00 Å, CV2 = ∼4.00 Å), which was frequently observed in wt-RS unbiased simulations. In this variant, only one of the bi-dentate H-bond interactions with the phosphate groups (characteristic of A-conf) was formed. Then, a less stable minimum was found for Arg61 in B-conf (CV1 = ∼2.20 Å, CV2 = ∼7.00 Å), while a third relative minimum (CV1 = ∼3.80 Å and CV2 = ∼9.50 Å) identified Arg61 in C-conf. The overall relative stability of the three rotamers for Arg61 (A-conf > B-conf > C-conf) corroborated our findings from unbiased MD (see Supplementary Table S3).

The free-energy landscape for the mp-RS system was quite different, with the basin of Arg61 in A-conf (CV1 = ∼3.80 Å, CV2 = ∼3.00 Å), which was then no longer the absolute minimum of the FES (Figure 3). As expected, C-conf was now the deepest free-energy minimum (CV1 = ∼4.00 Å and CV2 = ∼9.50 Å). This explains the high population of this configuration during the unbiased MD simulations of mp-RS. Arg61 in B-conf (CV1 = ∼4.00 Å, CV2 = ∼7.00 Å) was found in a basin of ∼3.50–4.00 kcal mol⁻¹ higher than in C-conf. A variant form of the A-conf (CV1 = ∼4.00 Å, CV2 = ∼4.30 Å) was also found ∼6.00 kcal mol⁻¹ higher in free energy than C-conf. In this latter case, Arg61 H-bonds only one non-bridging oxygen atom of the Pox of the dGTP, rather than forming the favored bifurcated interaction as observed for the wt-RS system. As a result, these less stable Arg61 states are rarely detected in unbiased MD (see Supplementary Table S3).

Post-reactive configurations in Pol-η

We collected ∼1 μs of simulation time for two configurations of the product system, where the enzyme is characterized by Pol-η in complex with dsDNA, now extended by one nucleotide with respect to the reactants, and the free PPI leaving group (1). Namely, we simulated 3M-PS and 2M-PS, which respectively have three and two Mg²⁺ ions in the catalytic pockets (Figure 1). Notably, in 3M-PS, Arg61 steadily maintained C-conf, with no Arg61 A←B/C/A←B interconversions. Instead, in 2M-PS, after removing MgC, Arg61 immediately changed its rotamer conformation from C- to A-conf (t = ∼20 ns), while the overall protein, MgA and MgB ions maintained their general structure and coordination with respect to the X-ray structure (1). Hence, in 2M-PS, Arg61 adopted different conformations along the MD runs, as in the pre-reactive state. In fact, Arg61 assumed all the known conformations with preference for the C-conf, which appeared at t = ∼0 ns, ∼280 ns, ∼422 ns, ∼475 ns, ∼710 ns, ∼940 ns (Supplementary Figure S7).

Crucially, we observed a new transient Mg²⁺ ion that spontaneously reached, from the water bulk, the negative potential well near the catalytic pocket, filling up the vacancy originally created by the removal of MgC, between the PPI and the α-phosphate of the new 3’-end (Figure 4, and Supplementary Figure S8). This unprompted event rebuilt a structural framework that resembled the original 3M-PS system (RMSD = 1.87 Å versus 3M-PS) (1). Then, further transient rearrangements of Arg61, DED-
motif, MgB and PPI occurred during these MD runs, after a new third Mg$^{2+}$ ion reached the catalytic pocket. In fact, for $\sim$430 ns (following third Mg$^{2+}$ ion binding) the geometry coordination of MgB was slightly altered (Figure 4). As a consequence, Asp13 and Glu118 increased their distance from MgB, passing from $2.00 \pm 0.30$ Å to $3.51 \pm 0.20$ Å, respectively. Concomitantly, the PPI leaving group interacted more closely with MgC, with an average distance of 2.10 ± 0.21 Å. This overall structural rearrangement allowed Arg61 to switch from C-conf to A-conf, forming bifurcated H-bond interactions with the newly formed adduct (MgB–MgC–PPi, Figure 4). This orchestrated motion, which involved MgB, MgC, PPI, Arg61, Arg55 and Tyr52, suggests a step-wise leaving mechanism of the PPI from the catalytic pocket, which is an essential part of the catalytic turnover for Pol-η’s function. As a consequence, the distance between the centers of mass of the PPI and the DED-motif increased from $\sim$3.50 Å to $\sim$7.20 Å. However, after these $\sim$430 ns of unbiased MD, this metastable intermediate was likely unable to overcome the energetic barrier to complete the leaving group release mechanism (see below). Consequently, the third metal left the cavity ($t \approx \sim 800$ ns) and the system fell back into the closest energetic minimum, restoring the original 2M-PS structure, which was maintained well for the remainder of the simulations (Figure 4).

Energetics of Arg61 motions in post-reactive configurations and PPI-releasing mechanism

In 2M-PS, the FES showed one deep minimum in which Arg61 adopted the A-conf (CV$_1 \approx \sim 4.00$ Å and CV$_2 = \sim 3.00$ Å). However, the energy required to switch from A-conf to C-conf was only $\sim 3.50$ kcal mol$^{-1}$, which explains the spontaneous Arg61 A$\rightarrow$C interconversion detected in our unbiased MD simulations of 2M-PS (Figure 3 and Supplementary Table S5).

We also investigated the full PPI-releasing mechanism, starting from the 3M-PS system. We used a new CV defined as CV$_{PPi}$ (i.e. the distance between the centers of mass of PPI and the αC of DED-motif and Met14 as a CV, Supplementary Figure S2). Our unbiased MD simulations showed a metastable conformation presaging a possible leaving mechanism of the PPI complexed with MgB and MgC. We thus considered PPI bound to the catalytic pocket when CV$_{PPi}$ $\leq \sim 9.50$ Å, while the MgB–MgC–PPi was completely unbound when CV$_{PPi}$ $\geq \sim 9.50$ Å.

Starting our simulations from the crystallographic PPI conformation still bound to the catalytic site (Figure 4B, CV$_{PPi}$ $= \sim 7.50$ Å), a two-step mechanism allowed the release of the PPI, complexed with MgB and MgC, from the Pol-η catalytic site. First, the system reached a metastable intermediate, characterized by the partial unbound state of the MgB–MgC–PPi complex, as suggested in the unbiased MD. During this state, Arg61 passed from C-conf to A-conf and concertededly interacted (together with Arg55 and Tyr52) with the newly formed complex MgB–MgC–PPi, which underwent conformational changes that determined its detachment of $\sim 3.70$ Å, with respect to its native conformation. A free energy contribution of $\sim 5$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ was required to overcome the first barrier of this two-step releasing mechanism. A second step then occurred, in which Arg61 rotated around its $\phi$ dihedral angle, readapting its native C-conf, to aid the final release of the product adduct MgB–MgC–PPi, which was completely disengaged from the DED-motif in Pol-η catalytic site. For this second step, a barrier of $\sim 4$ kcal mol$^{-1}$ had to be overcome. The unbinding of the PPI from the catalytic site required the buildup of a given amount of biasing potential, which provided a representation of the energy landscape along the dissociation pathway (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

Recent structural data of the human DNA polymerase-η (Pol-η) have highlighted the significant structural flexibility of the conserved Arg61 and, intriguingly, the binding of a transient third ion resolved at the catalytic site (1). Here, extended MD and free energy simulations of several systems of Pol-η in different pre- and post-reactive conditions demonstrate how the third metal ion cooperate with different Arg61 conformations to facilitate DNA replication.

During the $\sim 1 \mu$s of MD simulations of the wild-type reactant system wt-RS, we observed three different Arg61 conformations (A-, B- and C-conf), which agreed with the crystallographic evidence (1,2). A-conf was the most sampled conformation, found in the 54.10% of the total frames, while B-conf and C-conf were found in 29.80 and 16.10% of the MD trajectory, respectively (A-conf occupancy of 85% in the 4ECS X-ray structure (1)). Importantly, free energy simulations confirmed A-conf as the most stable Arg61 conformation in wt-RS, located in the deepest energetic minimum of the free-energy surface (Figure 3).
In addition, we found that $d_{\text{new-bond}}$, which specifies the length of the forming bond during catalysis (Figure 2), was shorter (3.35 ± 0.07 Å) when Arg61 assumed A-conf and progressively increased when Arg61 adopted B-conf (3.52 ± 0.07 Å) or C-conf (3.65 ± 0.05 Å, see Confidence Interval analysis in Supplementary Text). Concomitantly, $d_{\text{new-bond}}$ fluctuations correlated with the inter-metal distance (MgA-MgB). Indeed, only when Arg61 adopted A-conf, MgA-MgB length was stably maintained around 3.51 ± 0.07 Å, in fine agreement with the crystallographic evidence (1) and other several other studies (25,26,37,40–43), highlighting the general flexibility of the catalytic metal ions, passing from a pre-reactive to a post-reactive configuration. Also, we found that an increase in $d_{\text{new-bond}}$ length is correlated with an increase in inter-metal distance, with respect to the different Arg61 conformations (Figure 2).

Interestingly, the Arg61 conformations along our MD simulations, in both pre- and post-reactive states, match well with two distinct sets of X-ray structures of Pol-η, resolved in complex with damaged DNA (15,44). Zhao et al. (15) have solved a ternary complex formed by Pol-η, a non-hydrolysable incoming nucleotide and a dsDNA containing a lesion caused by cisplatin (45). In the crystallographic pre-reactive state (PDB ID: 4DL4) (15), Arg61 adopts both A- and C-conf (see Supplementary Figure S9). In this crystal, A-conf has an occupancy value of 60%, while C-conf has a lower occupancy of 40%. Here, $d_{\text{new-bond}}$ is 3.35 Å. On the other hand, in the post-insertion complex (PDB ID: 4DL6) (15), Arg61 only adopts C-conf, with a longer $d_{\text{new-bond}}$, corresponding to 3.80 Å. Our results also match well with the X-ray structures solved by Patra et al. (44), which report a ternary complex made by Pol-η, a non-hydrolysable incoming nucleotide and a dsDNA affected by the lesion 7,8-dihydro-8-oxo-2′-deoxyguanosine (8-oxoG) (46–48). Also here, when Arg61 adopts A-conf-like conformations (PDBid 4030) (44), $d_{\text{new-bond}}$ has a value of 3.13 Å. On the other hand, in a second X-ray structure (PDB ID: 403Q) (44), Arg61 assumes C-conf-like conformations and $d_{\text{new-bond}}$ increases to a value of 3.71 Å (see Supplementary Figure S9).

In the mutated system mut-RS (Arg61Ala), which was found experimentally to be from 2- to 6-fold less efficient in polymerization (in both normal and damaged DNA) than the wild-type form (2,49), we found a less stable dATP conformation, which was buckled. This caused instability of the Watson–Crick’s H-bond interaction pattern (Supplementary Figure S5). As a result, $d_{\text{new-bond}}$ fluctuations in mut-RS increase, which is reflected in a wider Gaussian distribution function (Figure 2). Overall, these data suggest that Arg61 is necessary to correctly guide the incoming base into the catalytic site (via B- and C-conf) and to promote (via A-conf) the phosphoryl-transfer reaction, catalyzing the efficient incorporation of the incoming nucleotide into the dsDNA during polymerization. Besides, these results help further rationalizing the outcome of recent MD simulations describing a complex network of local hydrogen-bond interactions, involving Arg61, within the catalytic site of Pol-η. These local interactions thermodynamically favor the selection and binding of specific deoxyribose nucleotides triphosphates in the presence of cytocobutane thymine–thymine dimers (TTDs, a UV-induced DNA damage). As such, they likely contribute to the fidelity and overall efficiency of Pol-η (4,50).

In the mispaired system mp-RS (18), we found that Arg61 was highly stable, never spontaneously leaving its starting C-conf. Even when Arg61 was manually placed into a starting A-conf, the key residue spontaneously reassumed C-conf in the very first ns of unbiased MD (Supplementary Figure S6). This can be explained by the presence of an additional H-bond, which is only formed in C-conf with the dGTP incoming base (Supplementary Figure S1). The preference of C-conf suggests a lower reactivity of this system. This agrees well with the kinetics experiments reporting a drop in Pol-η efficiency ($k_{\text{cat}}/K_M$, from 47.80 μM$^{-1}$ min$^{-1}$ for the canonical dATP:dT pairing to only 1.70 μM$^{-1}$ min$^{-1}$ for this specific dGTP misincorporation (15). Along the same lines, a recent paper of Patra et al. (44) reports kinetics and structural data of Pol-η incorporating different nucleotides (dATP, dTTP, dCTP and dGTP), in presence of the 8-oxoG lesion. The dGTP:8-oxoG incorporation had a low efficiency value, equal to 0.016 ± 0.003 μM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. This can be compared with the value of 1.0 ± 0.16 μM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ associated with the canonical dCTP:dG incorporation. Notably, Arg61 is in A-conf only in those X-ray structures obtained for the control systems (native base pairing), while Arg61 is in C-conf in those structures having non-native base pairings (see Supplementary Figure S9). Hence, a lower polymerization efficiency for misincorporation may be due to the lack of A-conf formation in pre-reactive states, as observed in our mp-RS dynamics. Free energy simulations of mp-RS also showed the triple-H-bonded C-conf as the deepest energetic basin, while A-conf and B-conf were found in two less stable minima on the FES (Figure 3, mp-RS). This likely prevents the formation of a proper pre-reactive state, as found in wt-RS.

During the MD simulations of the post-reactive two-metal-ion system 2M-PS, we found that C-conf remained the most populated state, being present for ~62.00% of the simulation time. This suggests that the product formation, where the incoming base is covalently bound to the dGTP bp (Supplementary Figures S1, S6), the key residues spontaneously reassume C-conf over A-conf. While the latter seems a specific conformation needed in the pre-reactive state, the preference for C-conf in the post-reactive state seems necessary to allow binding of the third ion, as observed experimentally (1,8).

In fact, during the unbiased MD simulations of 2M-PS, a third Mg$^{2+}$ moved spontaneously to the catalytic pocket at $t \sim 370$ ns, reconstituting the three-metal-ion system 3M-PS system (Figure 4). The unimpeded entry of this transient third ion initially destabilized the pocket environment, with formation of a metastable MgB–MgC–PPi adduct which seemed to evolve toward the exit of the PPi leaving group. However, this metastable intermediate lasted for ~430 ns. After this time, the third ion spontaneously left the pocket and the leaving MgB–MgC–PPi adduct fell slowly back into its original position, restoring the canonical post-reactive coordination of the catalytic site of Pol-η (1).

Intriguingly, this orchestrated structural motion suggests a putative leaving mechanism of the PPi group that implies a key role of MgC as an exit shuttle, together with MgB and the chelating Arg61, Arg55 and Tyr52. This possible
leaving pathway was further suggested by our free energy simulations, which returned an estimated energy barrier of \( \sim 8 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1} \) overcome via a two-step mechanism. First, in 3M-PS, the overall system escaped from the crystallographic post-reactive state, containing three metal ions in the pocket and located at \( CV_{ppi} = \sim 7.50 \text{ } \)Å. This first step slowly evolved into a metastable state, in which the MgB–MgC–PPi group was partially unbound, while Arg61 was in A-conf. The second step led to the final exit of the complexed PPI leaving group. Concomitantly, Arg61 rotated along its \( \phi \) dihedral angle, accompanying the leaving group release (Figure 4).

Using the computed free energy values for the leaving PPI departure and the transition-state theory (51), we could roughly estimate that the unbinding time of the PPI is around \( \sim 100 \text{ } \)μs (for further details see Supplementary Text). Experimental results indicate that the Y-family polymerases are low-processivity enzymes (with a rate constant of nucleotide incorporation that often is around \( \sim 1.00–3.00 \text{ } \text{s}^{-1} \) (2,44,49). Thus, the leaving PPI departure seems a rather fast step, compared to the time requested for the overall process. For this reason, our results agree with the proposal that the leaving PPI departure is not the rate-limiting step of the overall process (3,44,52,53). The relaxation step of the whole ternary complex, after PPI release, seems more likely to be the rate-limiting step of the polymerization process catalyzed by human Pol-\( \eta \), as already proposed for the structurally similar Y-family members Dpo4 and Pol-\( \kappa \) (52,53).

Extension to other DNA polymerases

A structural superimposition between Pol-\( \eta \), Pol-\( \iota \) (54) and Dpo4 (24), that also are Y-family DNA polymerases (8,11,55,56), highlights the key structural elements shared by these enzymes (Figure 5). Importantly, the conserved Lys77 in the crystallographic pre-reactive Pol-\( \iota \) complex points down in an A-conf-like conformation, while Lys56 in the crystallographic post-reactive Dpo4 complex points up in a C-conf-like conformation. These different conformations of this positively charged residue agree with our MD simulation findings in Pol-\( \eta \), where Arg61 adopted mostly A-conf in the reactants and mostly C-conf in the products. Notably, when Arg61 is mutated into a Lys residue in human Pol-\( \eta \) (Supplementary Figure S10), the enzyme retains a slightly lower activity (49). Besides, the presence of a positively charged residue in a similar position of the catalytic site is found in other Y-family polymerases, including Escherichia coli Pol-IV, E. coli Pol-V and human enzymes like Pol-\( \kappa \) and Rev1 (57–63), which also catalyze a two-metal-aided (Mg\(^{2+}\)) phosphoryl-transfer reaction to process DNA (25). This suggests its key role in recruiting and processing the (d)NTP/(d)NMP for DNA/RNA elongation/digestion in normal (64–66) and deranged conditions (8,18,29,30,67–70). As for the third transient metal ion, this emerging and still puzzling aspect of two-metal-ion catalysis has been recently reported in several other nucleic-acid-processing enzymes (25) including, recently, DNA polymerase \( \beta \) (32), suggesting a dynamic and functional rearrangement of a third additional metal ion in an extended neighborhood of the two-metal-ion catalytic pocket.

In conclusion, our results greatly enrich the interpretation of existing structural data on Pol-\( \eta \) and reveal an effective and cooperative mechanism for enzymatic repair of DNA operated by DNA-repairing polymerases. This is based on conformational transitions of a key positively charged residue coupled with a transient third metal ion at the catalytic site of Pol-\( \eta \), which ultimately acts as an exit shuttle for the leaving PPI departure. Based on the conservation of these key structural features, this efficient mechanism detected in Pol-\( \eta \) may be shared by several DNA polymerases and other binuclear metalloenzymes for nucleic acid processing (25), with relevance for the de-novo design of enzymes for DNA processing or the structure-based discovery of small molecules for anti-cancer therapy that targets DNA polymerases in cancer cells (71–76).
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